2003 sl500

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They made everything so
easy and were very kind and helpful. Would definitely buy from them again. The dealer
responded to my inquiry the same day. The listing was a great description of the car and the car
was in site for us to test drive. The staff is very friendly and accommodated our needs. I would
buy from them again and recommend them to my friends. Communication could have been
better, but the real issue was being able to finance and that wasn't the dealers fault but the
person I dealt with didn't tell me that until after several follow up phone calls. They kept saying
nothing is wrong with it but the a Jeep dealership and second repair shop both came to the
same conclusion. Their "warranty" is some weekend warrior doing side work Do yourself a
favor and deal with a company that has some principles and a real warranty. You have been
warned. Stay Away! Its a scam Went to look at the car in the morning. They moved the vehicle to
a different location knowing I was coming for the car. To swindle me into getting into another
more expensive vehicle. The also swindle you on your financial loan. I was approved for which
payed off the car but they still wanted more down. I would avoid this place. Thanks to Larry got
me into the car of my dreams! Was able to obtain financing with help from dealership. Very
prompt, courteous, and professional set of folks here! The assistant was helpful and the vehicle
was nice. However the check engine light came on just before we took it for a test drive. The
manager said they knew about it, tried blowing it off like it wasn't a big deal, took some off the
asking price, but was very pushy for the sale. I inquired about a Mercedes S and the dealership
promptly replied back to me. Giving me the information in which I was inquiring about. Price
was more when OTD was requested. Would prefer the real price was posted instead of nebulous
fees. The real price is fair. They haven't answered my follow up question about transferring out
of state plates, so gave them 3 cause I'm optimistic they'll reply. Very professional and helpful.
Melissa helped me. So much so, that I'm going to be buying my truck from there. Quick
response, good price for the vehicle I inquired about, but not quite in my payment range, until I
have a bigger down payment. There was no negotiation response or trying to help me beyond
initial proposal. I will continue to look closer to home. Although I did not purchase the car for
personal reasons, McGee cars responded quickly to my enquiry. Set an appointment to see the
car with mj and on my way to the appointment i was notified by someone else that it was sold
Fast response, great customer service. Did not purchase this time because vehicle wasn't
exactly what I was looking for but I can highly recommend this dealership if you are looking for
a good deal on a used car. These guys do an excellent job and their marketing. Very please with
the dealership in their perspective. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Niggga
do I look like I owned and give out reviews on cars I never rode in yet Uh duhhh I have owned
three SL class roadsters, to me there is no other sports car to compare them to. The SL has
class, a great look, well equipped with a strong dependable engine. I am tall, therefore, other
sports cars I have driven are very uncomfortable, not the SL, very comfortable ride. In a nut
shell, the SL and SL are in my opinion ,the m Read more. This car for me has everything in a car
its fast, the dynamic seats the way they hold you in when driving on curvey roads, its luxurious
and looks great inside and out.. Why Use CarGurus? Mercedes doesn't replace its premium
two-seat SL roadster very often. Since , when the dramatic SL Gullwing appeared, there have
been just four major versions, this latest being the fifth. The previous SL was launched here in ,
and the one before enjoyed a year production run. Mercedes counters the opposition with a
barrage of new technology-not least the retractable aluminum roof that turns the car from
hardtop coupe to roadster in 16 seconds-as well as unparalleled quality and the sheer weight of
a year-old reputation. Just one variant will be offered at launch-the 5. The look clearly owes
something to past SLs, especially in its proportions, but is nevertheless thoroughly
contemporary. Neat echoes from yesteryear are the air vents cut into the front fenders, though
they serve no functional purpose. The key difference between this model and the last is an
aluminum roof that folds into the boot; no longer does the SL owner have to store the hardtop
during summer. It all makes for an engaging drive on a twisting road, top up or down. Credit
Mercedes' trick Active Body Control suspension, whose electronically controlled
hydraulics-effectively small rams-help the coil springs maintain a level body under most
circumstances. In fact, sensors and microcomputers enable these units to correct undesirable

body movements before they develop. The result is a supremely fluent and stable pace through
corners. This sensation is heightened by a noticeably more responsive accelerator than is
typical for a Merc, along with crisp steering. The 5. With an estimated mph time of 6. Hitting its
governed mph max on the autobahn is effortless. The SL is fitted with so-called brake-by-wire
Sensotronic , in which there is no direct hydraulic linkage between the brake pedal and pads.
An electronic control unit, wheel-pressure modulators, valves, and sensors collectively record
the driver's braking action and convey brake pressure to individual wheels. Benefits include
faster response times, more rapid emergency stops and, by working in conjunction with ESP,
less risk of skidding in corners. The difference in feel to the driver is barely noticeable, though it
could be improved if the pedal better transmitted the sense of more bite when you're braking
hard. And in case you were wondering, there's hydraulic backup should the system fail. Roof
down, the SL is remarkably buffet-free if the side windows and wind deflector are erect; roof up,
the cabin is as tranquil as a limo's. Mercedes clearly aims to raise cabin quality standards with
the SL-it's beautifully put together, with a last-forever robustness in every part you touch. Much
of the interior is covered in sumptuous leather, and what isn't is either high-quality carpet,
embossed aluminum, or wood. Although the vestigial rear seats are gone in favor of luggage
and CD player lockers, the cockpit is roomier in every respect. The SL is also equipped with
Distronic cruise control, Keyless Go-which can also be programmed to adjust seats, mirrors,
stereo, and more for the individual user-and a steering wheel from which everything can be
controlled. Though it's not cheap in the purest sense, this new-from-the-wheels-up SL is a hell
of a lot of car for the money. It's supremely crafted, functions as either coupe or cabrio, is
engineered to great depth, and is highly desirable. The upshot is an automobile that's a potent
entertainer when you want it to be or a refined companion when you're not in any hurry. For a
direct link to this manufacturer's Web site, go to motortrend. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join
MotorTrend. Richard Bremner writer. March Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Say what you
will about the cheese-block lines and frumpy two-tone paint schemes of the outgoing
Mercedes-Benz SL , it was no slave to fads. For 13 years the R, as Mercedes engineers knew it,
bucked changing fashions to embody the company's traditional love of precision engineering,
contemporary technology, and restrained design. It was a silk pinstripe on a rack of polyester
pretenders. And as the R points its rectilinear nose into the sunset, it's reasonable to expect
that the replacement, the R, which pioneers a new electrohydraulic brake technology see
sidebar and has a folding hardtop whose choreography would stand with a Bolshoi number, will
emulate the pattern. Germans make things to endure. The Brandenburg Gate survived the
Halifax bomber, for example. So shall the conservative SL stay its course against the fashion
onslaught of chichi new droptops. Or will it? Today's plutocrats want more than just safe,
dignified transportation, and Mercedes' competitors are lining up to give it to them. The old SL
may have been content to be timeless executive wear, but the new SL wants to be this season's
sauciest slip-on. Just look at the way it flaunts itself in public. Mercedes' stylists lengthened the
wheelbase by 1. They folded down the windshield to a garish rake and draped the aluminum
sheets in an alluring wedge over the big wheels. The scandalous curves are a magnet for
attention and moved one young male passerby to exclaim, "Man, you must get all the women.
Highs: Slippery sheet metal guarantees status with the valet, a shoo-in if the Nobel committee
awarded a prize for droptop mechanisms. Don't be fooled. We don't get the women, and the new
SL, despite its gorgeous shape, proves to be only a halfhearted extrovert once you take a closer
look. For one thing, the stylists seem to have hit the creative wall after penning the lascivious
profile. The nose bears a stock four-sided corporate grille bracketed by a variant of the C-class
Mr. Peanut-shaped headlightsâ€”livened up somewhat with a tighter waist Mrs. But the real
offenses in our eyes are the hood and fender vents, which look cheap and gape ostentatiously.
What fashion crime did the last SL's artfully subtle slots commit? More important, the new SL
moves the driving-excitement needle only incrementally, rather than substantially, out on the
road. True, the new car finds 60 mph a full 0. And the holding power on the skidpad was a very
sticky 0. But the dividends to steering precision and road communication from the revised
chassis haven't fully accrued to the overall experience. The SL now enjoys more lively
rack-and-pinion steering, but there's still too much cushion in the weights and responses, too
much old software left over from the luxury-car department to make the wheel as sharp as it
could be. For example, if the SL were a true sports roadster, the steering would give you the
good, the bad, and even the irrelevant news. This SL provides a brief executive summary. Some
of the SL's dynamic shortcomings can be blamed on the weight, which despite the aluminum
sheets and magnesium door castings is still pounds, about the same as a Jeep Grand Cherokee
Limited. The Active Body Control system directs a hydraulic ram above each coil spring to
continuously alter its spring rate in order to counter body roll, pitch, and dive. This limits the
body motions in long sweepers and during hard applications of the pedals, but this heavy

mechanism can't make the car feel less massive than it is all by itself. And except for allowing
Mercedes to choose softer springs than it might have otherwise, ABC doesn't do anything for
the ride quality, which is on the tranquil side but which degenerates into quivering concussions
over Midwestern frost heaves. The trademark trapezoidal instrument cluster is among the
Mercedes icons relegated to the dustbin in the new SL. The substitute is a pair of sculpted,
hooded dials that take the most direct cue not from the lumpy SLs of the '50s or the
pagoda-roofed SLs of the '60s, but from generations of dearly departed Alfa Romeo spiders.
The climate-control plate recalls something less savory--we're thinking Madonna's chrome
brassiere--and the twin aluminum rings that control the temperature for driver and passenger
wobble slightly in their races and feel as if they were pilfered from the Hyundai parts bin.
Mercedes did manage to blend the conflicting themes of retro wood and nouveau brushed
aluminum into a warmer, more spacious, and more organic interior than in the previous SL. The
exception is the door armrests, which are as hard as pig iron and brutal to the elbows. At least
one can flip up the armrest to open the storage bin underneath and perch the elbow on the
much softer spine of the leather-bound owner's manual. Lows: A few chintzy and duplicative
design details, steering and brakes left some unimpressed. The voice-activation feature and the
oval steering-wheel buttons help sort it out, but using the system remains as taxing as herding
cats. Another thing you can't do without straining is load the CD changer. We find that an odd
place to put it, considering a Ford Focus can be optioned with an in-dash changer. At least
Mercedes has created a serene environment in which to enjoy the radio. With the top erected,
the atmosphere is hushed enough to hear your passenger's tendons snapping during a postnap
stretch. However, the draining of the sound swamp did expose at least one evolutionary
throwback wriggling in the mud. At about rpm, a hollow, moaning resonance disturbs the cabin,
thanks to an offensive frequency in the exhaust or powertrain that excites the surrounding
body. A new thing the car pictured here doesn't have, but which we sampled at Mercedes'
introduction, is Keyless Go. It's a transponder shaped like a credit card that unlocks the car and
allows the driver to start and stop it by pushing a button on the shifter. It promises to make a
lost art of inventing new curses to call forth misplaced keys. There is no price on the option yet.
The SL's new top is without doubt the category killer. Flip up the paddle switch at console
center the small buttons to manually raise and lower the roll bar are hiding underneath , and
wait 16 seconds while the aluminum and glass panels separate, somersault flat, and stack
efficiently in the trunk. Once deposited, the top leaves just enough space to wedge in his and
hers golf bags. The Verdict: Incremental improvements served up in a flamboyant new wrapper.
The cavity is accessible by pushing a red button on the trunk sill that electrically tilts the entire
top stack to a degree angle. A louver in the trunk that must be in place before the top will come
down prevents potato chip crushing. With the top stowed and the stretchy mesh wind deflector
in position, the occupants can debate their destination at conversational levels right up to 80
mph. The new SL's terrific top and improved performance are the best excuses to cash in an old
softtop SL and simultaneously rid the garage of its bulky detached hardtop. Aside from an
automatic climate-control system that looks as if it came from a pre-WWII Tatra, the latest SL
advances the state of its breed and is a real looker. In fact, it could be argued that this is the
coolest Mercedes sheetmetal since the SL Gullwing. It's also comfortable, techno-trick,
reasonably quick for something that still scales in north of two tons , and reasonably agile ditto.
But unless you're into such accessories as trophy wives and gold Rolexes, the new SL just isn't
the sort of device that raises pulse rates. If you like envy, this ride's for you. If you want
adrenaline, better wait for the AMG version. That car, too, was a people magnet, a serene
cruiser, and a rocket sled. That car made me feel like a power broker, and so does this one,
except here I feel like an addled magnate. Setting the clock took 15 minutes of tinkering,
followed by an embarrassing consultation of the owner's manual. The futuristic top and by-wire
brakes set new benchmarks, and the sinuous sheetmetal recalls elements of the original SL. I
like it all, but I wish the dash controls were simpler. Simple controls would qualify as retro chic,
wouldn't they? Is there anyone in America who doesn't pay a little more attention to the driver of
a Mercedes SL? The car is such a universal icon of tasteful style and refined substance that it
magically confers those qualities on anyone who drives one. The SL performs this alchemy
because for nearly 50 years it has represented automotive excellence. The original Gullwings
were close cousins to Le Mans winners. The recent ones have bristled with cutting-edge
technology. The one common thread has been visual beauty, and this fifth-generation SL is the
prettiest one in the past 30 years. It's sure to keep those valets standing up a little straighter.
This new SL introduces the most significant wrinkle to stoppers since the advent of anti-lock
brakes: computer-operated brakes that take control of the calipers in a way no human could
emulate without four brake pedals and the feet to work them. The underhood heart of the
Sensotronic Brake Control SBC system is a large aluminum valve block fitted with an electric

motor for maintaining to psi of fluid pressure in an adjacent hydraulic accumulator. When you
hoof the brake pedalâ€”an electronic sensor with a spring-loaded plunger to mimic brake
resistance but not the annoying ABS pushbackâ€”the computer flutters the solenoid-operated
valves inside the block, releasing pressure from the accumulator to the otherwise conventional
steel lines heading out to the calipers. The computer thus has ultimate command over the
pressure each caliper receives a redundant master cylinder provides pressure to the front
calipers in case of power failure and uses its position of responsibility to provide some extra
capability. For example, the system varies the brake pressure not only fore and aft but also from
side to side, applying increased pressure on the laden outside wheels in a turn while relaxing
the inside calipers to prevent lockup. The computer also monitors for sudden releases of the
accelerator, in which case it assumes a panic situation is brewing and pumps up pressure while
snuggling the pads against the rotors to prepare for a hard stop. In the rain, the system will
imperceptibly pulse the brakes every few minutes to keep the pads dry, and over time it will
learn your driving style and tailor the brake response. Considering it's the first shot at virtual
brakes, Mercedes and supplier Bosch got it mostly right. Tip into the pedal as lightly as you
can, and the initial engagement is undetectable. Do it six times rapidly, and the distance grows
by just nine feet, still better than the Modena's best. The SL's brakes also accept stomps in
mid-apex without relying on ABS or squirreling the car into oversteer. The system's
opaqueness increases during prolonged mid-effort applications, such as when rolling up to a
stop sign. The pedal acquires supersensitivity, adjusting the pressure out of proportion with
small pedal movements. Suddenly, it feels as if the car is lurching ahead when all you meant to
do was ease the pressure slightly to stop on the appropriate dime. Release the pedal from a
dead stop, and the calipers of our test car sometimes responded with an audible "clunk. New
Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. Specs Detailed. From the
April issue of Car and Driver. Convertibles, Old and New. Expand Collapse. This content is
created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their
email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at
piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Instrumented Tests. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

